Motivation: Accurate genome annotation or protein function prediction requires precise recognition of functional sequence motifs. Many computational motif prediction models have been proposed. Due to the complexity of the biological data, it may be desirable to apply an integrated approach that uses multiple models for analysis. Results: In this article, we propose a novel multi-agent architecture for the general purpose of functional sequence motif recognition. The approach takes advantage of the synergy provided by multiple agents through the employment of different agents equipped with distinctive problem solving skills and promotes the collaborations among them through decision maker (DM) agents that work as classifier ensembles. A genetic algorithm-based fusion strategy is applied which offers evolutionary property to the DM agents. The consistency and robustness of the system are maintained by an evolvable agent that mediates the team of the ensemble agents. The combined effort of a recommendation system (Seer) and the self-learning mediator agent yields a successful identification of the most efficient agent deployment scheme at an early stage of the experimentation process, which has the potential of greatly reducing the computational cost of the system. Two concrete systems are constructed that aim at predicting two important sequence motifsthe translational initiation sites (TISs) and the core promoters. With the incorporation of three distinctive problem solver agents, the TIS predictor consistently outperforms most of the state-ofthe-art approaches under investigation. Integrating three existing promoter predictors, our system is able to yield consistently good performance. Availability: The program (MotifMAS) and the datasets are available upon request.
INTRODUCTION
Thanks to large-scale genomic sequencing efforts, the precise nucleotide sequence comprising the chromosomes of many organisms has been ascertained. Through improved protein sequencing methods, many functional protein sequences can be obtained and compared with the genomic template. However, knowing the basic * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
constituents of the object under investigation, be it a genome or a protein, is not sufficient in understanding its biological significance. Inferring the precise locations and splicing patterns of genes in DNA is a challenging but important task, which involves the recognition of functional sequence motifs such as the promoter, the terminator, the translation initiation site (TIS), the stop codon, the splice-junction site, etc. Unfortunately, the problem of genome or protein annotation is plagued with ambiguity. Take gene annotation as a basic example. Most of the eukaryotic genes follow a pattern that begins with a start codon (ATG) and ends with a stop codon (one of TAG, TAA or TGA in most cases), and having embedded within them zero or more introns separated by donor sites (typically GT) at their 5 ends and acceptor site (usually AG) at their 3 ends. Within one DNA strand, it is highly likely that multiple occurrences of ATG, GT or AG exist. However, not all of them denote functional motifs.
We parallel this problem of accurately identifying the actual functional motifs from an ambiguous candidate set to the pattern recognition problem that has been extensively studied in the realms of computer science. As a matter of fact, up till today, several computational approaches have been proposed which intend to provide accurate gene annotation to genomic sequences by identifying the aforementioned functional sequence motifs. These approaches extract multiple features from the sequence data based upon the biological evidence that indicates their potential relevance, utilize theories from statistics and machine learning to process and analyze the acquired numerical or symbolic features with the purpose of recognizing the desired pattern, i.e. the functional motifs. A variety of statistical approaches have been explored. Examples include hidden Markov model [e.g. GeneMark.hmm by Lukashin and Borodovsky (1998) , HMMgene by Krogh (2000) , VEIL by Henderson et al. (1997) and UNVEIL by Majoros et al. (2003) ]; generalized hidden Markov model [e.g. TIGRscan by Majoros et al. (2004) ]; and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [e.g. FGENEH by Solovyev et al. (1995) ]. Many machine learning approaches including neural network [e.g. GRAIL by Uberbacher and Mural (1991) ], decision tree [e.g. GlimmerM by Pertea and Salzberg (2002) ] and support vector machine [e.g. Zien et al. (2000) ], are extensively used in biomedical applications. Some of the computational approaches use a single feature to analyze the sequence data (e.g. Pedersen and Nielsen, 1997) , whereas the most successful models apply multiple features to investigate the target and utilize some ensemble approach to yield the final prediction. For instance, GRAIL employs a neural network to integrate the scores of seven content sensors, in order to predict the likelihood of a putative exon. For the purpose of identifying TIS in genomic, cDNA and mRNA sequences, Salamov et al. (1998) have used a linear discriminant function (LDF) to ensemble six different features; Hatzigeorgiou (2002) applied a sum rule to combine the output of two neural networks, each examining a distinctive feature of the sequence; and Saeys et al. (2007) used the sum of the predictions offered by three primitive analysis approaches.
Evidently for any functional sequence motif, many different computational models have been proposed to solve the problem of identifying it. Some excel in examining one particular set of aspects of the data. Some may be good at others. Due to the complexity of the biological data under investigation and the state of our incomplete understanding of them, it may be desirable to apply an integrated approach that uses more than one feature/model to analyze the data. We believe that by incorporating multiple models, a more robust solution will emerge. However, most of the existing approaches either use a static ensemble strategy such as the plain sum rule or majority voting, or a black box method such as neural network or LDF, which may seem confounding to the end user. In particular, when linear discrimination function is applied to ensemble multiple features to arrive at a prediction, it suffers a major limitation in that LDF assumes all the features are independent from each other (Fisher, 1936) , which is not applicable to the biological problems under investigation. In this article, we propose a generalized multi-agent architecture called MotifMAS for the general purpose of identifying functional sequence motifs from genomic, cDNA, mRNA sequences and polypeptides. MotifMAS employs different agents equipped with distinctive problem solving skills and promotes collaborations among them through agents that work as classifier ensembles. A multi-agent system (MAS) tends to provide a more diversified solution set compared with its centralized counterpart. It also does not rely solely on one model, thus avoiding a single point of failure. The consistency and robustness of the system are maintained by an evolvable agent that mediates the team of the ensemble agents. With the incorporation of genetic algorithm (GA)-based ensemble strategy in decision making process and as the mediator agent with the capacity of learning from experience, our system has presented a strong adaptive property. A statistical-based recommendation system is also applied which intends to identify an important heuristic-the smallest set of necessary agents at a very early stage of experimentation, with the purpose of greatly reducing unnecessary computational costs of the model.
Besides our proposed MotifMAS approach, the idea of MAS has been widely applied to solve a spectrum of bioinformatics problems. For instance, Lam et al. (2006) have proposed an MAS to assist gene expression analysis. Orro et al. (2005) devised an architecture called PACMAS for the purpose of predicting protein secondary structure. Vignal and Lisacek (1997) explored the application of MAS for exon prediction in human sequences.
APPROACH
According to the framework shown in Figure 1 , the MotifMAS architecture consists of five stages: solution generation, decision making, negotiation, execution and feedback. Four classes of agents participate in this entire process-problem solver agents (PS), decision maker agents (DM), mediator agent and actuator agent. PS agents are the fundamental agents in the system, which originate a pool of solution candidates. Each of them acts as an independent domain expert which is specialized in solving the problem from a distinct biological perspective and outputs a solution candidate to the solution repository. During the stage of solution generation, the PS agents work independently instead of collaboratively. In order to take the advantage of the synergy provided by multiple domain experts, the DM agents are introduced. Each of the DM agents employs a unique strategy to apply the outputs of PS agents. For instance, it can solely rely on one single PS agent's recommendation, or combine the input from multiple PS agents, or even consider some additional input from other sources. In the end, each DM agent will inform the mediator agent of its proposed decision. Since the DM agents may propose conflicting decisions, and there exists some variation among the data (i.e. the putative motifs), the mediator agent works as a negotiator who tries to identify the best DM agent to employ for a particular case. After one single final decision is yielded, the actuator agent is going to label the datum accordingly. During the training phase, the effect of this decision is back-propagated to the mediator agent which can then evolve over time.
PS agent
Each PS agent is equipped with a unique set of domain expertise that helps it to provide a solution candidate to the particular biological problem under investigation. For instance, if the goal is to accurately locate the TISs within genomic, cDNA or mRNA sequences, a PS agent can be focused on investigating the favorability of the context of a putative start codon; or it can be trained to examine a putative open reading frame (ORF) in the light of protein secondary structure; it may also utilize the codon usage statistics that are observed in most of the genes of the target organism. In order to provide a general schema that is applicable for solving any functional sequence motif recognition problem, we ask each PS agent to yield a problem solver message (PSM) that conforms to a standard syntax: (AGENT-NAME: a, a ∈{the set of PS agents}, CLASS: x, x ∈{True, False}).
GA-based DM agent
To offer a separation of PS agents and the subsequent layers of agents in the framework, a layer of DM agents is introduced. Some DM agents may solely rely on one PS agent's prediction, thus they output the CLASS prediction offered by the participating PS agent. Since each PS agent is designed to investigate the problem from a local view that matches its own expertise, it may be beneficial to apply some DM agents that integrate several PS agents for the purpose of obtaining broader perspective of the problem. For these DM agents, we propose a scheme that applies the weighted sum rule as the ensemble strategy where the optimal weight assignment is acquired by using GA. A quick review to the classical ensemble strategy is in order. Suppose there are n classifiers: C 1 ,C 2 ,...,C n . Given a query datum q, each of them predicts q's class membership by outputting a real value. Then the weighted sum of the classifier ensemble C Ens can be computed using Equation (1).
where w i refers to the weight given to C i (q). In our system, the PS agents are essentially classifiers and the DM agents that involve using more than one PS agent can be considered as classifier ensembles. To obtain the optimal weight vector and provide adaptiveness to the DM agents, we employ GA to evolve the fittest weight assignment scheme. It is also believed that a classifier's prediction capacity on different classes may be unequal. Therefore, if the classifier has more confidence in making accurate predictions for data belonging to a certain class, a higher weight can be given to this class.
A description of using GA in the PS agent ensemble process is in order. During the training phase, to arrive at the optimal weight assignment for DM agent DM:PS 1 ,PS 2 ,...,PS n , a training dataset has to be provided where for each datum D i , the following vector is available:
actual class, in all cases, class predictions are represented by real numbers (e.g. 1 for True and −1 for False). First of all, some essential parameters for the GA are initialized. A chromosome is comprised of 2n genes where for i ∈[1,n], the (2i−1)-th gene corresponds to the weight assigned to a positive prediction by PS i agent and 2i-th gene corresponds to the weight associated with a negative prediction by PS i agent. Second, a random population is generated. A fitness function is applied to each chromosome in the population in order to estimate its fitness level. For any datum D i , depending on the classes predicted by the participating PS agents, half of the genes contained in the chromosome will be used for calculating the weighted sum of the ensemble. When the numeric result has the same sign as the real number representing the actual class, the fitness of the chromosome is incremented. This procedure iterates through all of the data in the training set and final fitness value of the chromosomes can be determined. Subsequently, a reproduction operation should be conducted in order to generate a new mating generation and the strategy of weighted roulette wheel [as indicated in Goldburg (1989) ] is used for imposing selection bias towards fitter individuals. Crossover operator is then applied on the pairs of selected parents in order to generate a new next generation. A mutation operation conforming to a given probability (e.g. 0.001) will be conducted to provide further diversification on the individuals of the new generation. In turn, their fitness values will be calculated and the best fitness will be recorded. Such a procedure is repeated until a termination condition is met (e.g. when the iteration counter reaches a predefined upper bound).
After the application of GA during the training phase, the fittest chromosome can be obtained. Then for any participating PS agent, depending on its prediction (whether it is positive or negative), its corresponding weight would be used in calculating the overall sum. This total is compared with a threshold value to determine the query datum's class membership.
Mediator agent
To offer a good generality, our system employs an exhaustive strategy of constructing DM agents, i.e. given a PS agent set P, the DM agent set is the power set of P. Given multiple decision candidates offered by the DM agents, which may contain conflicting predictions, we propose two strategies to implement the mediator agent whose goal is to mediate the decisions of DM agents. A naive mediator agent relies on the evaluation using a validation (training) set and selects the DM agent with the best performance to predict any future testing data. The second solution is called the incremental learner mediator agent. During the training phase, the agent carries out three processes: database initialization, database update and optimal policy generation. In the first stage, all of the involved PS agents (say n of them) are considered and a key space that consists of n dimensions is constructed, where the i-th dimension represents a possible class prediction from the i-th PS agent. A record that fits into such a n-dimensional space is called a PSM tuple. For example, in a system where three PS agents are used, the key space will contain three dimensions and there would exist eight unique PSM tuples ranging from (True, True, True) to (False, False, False) . For each distinct tuple in the key space, every DM agent's performance will be tracked in terms of its profitability whose value is originally set to zero.
The database is updated every time when a datum q enters the system. For q, all of the participating PS agents would offer their proposed solutions accordingly. Therefore, a corresponding PSM tuple t q can be formed, which is compared with the already existing tuples in order to locate the one that is the closest to itself. Subsequently, all of the DM agents would be tried out on predicting q's class membership and their corresponding effects would be credited through their profitability trackers. An accurate prediction yields X points credit whereas an inaccurate one brings no gain. To further take the cost of the PS agents' into consideration, each agent is assigned a different penalty whenever it is applied, i.e. the more computationally costly agent will be assigned a bigger penalty than a more efficient counterpart.
After the training data have been exhausted, the database reaches a static point. The next task is to identify the optimal policy for each PSM tuple in the database simply by selecting the DM agent with the biggest profitability score. It is worth mentioning that during a situation when more than one DM agent have the same maximal score, a tie-breaking scheme needs to be employed. Our solution is to favor the DM agent that uses the least costly set of agents. At the end of this process, we can obtain a set of DM agents that have been considered as optimal in at least some of the cases. It is possible that this new DM agent set only requires the existence of some of the PS and/or meta-agents. If this is the case, the absent PS agent(s) would be considered unnecessary, therefore the corresponding dimension(s) should be eliminated from the database's key space. As a consequence, the database is refined and a set of optimal policies can be finalized.
During the testing phase, only the necessary set of agents would be utilized to analyze a query datum. A corresponding PSM tuple can be acquired, which is then used to locate the best DM agent to employ in the set of optimal policies yielded during training. Finally, the mediator agent outputs the recommended DM agent's prediction as the system's final decision on the datum under investigation.
Recommendation system
In reality, most of the complete genomic, cDNA, mRNA and amino acid sequences are long, and usually contain a substantial number of putative motifs. Most of the existing computational approaches treat each potential motif as a datum. Therefore, the actual data collection size is approximated to be the number of sequences multiplied by a factor of the average number of putative motifs included in one sequence. Consider a 3-fold cross-validation process. Two-thirds of the original data collections need to be used for training, which depending on the particular training algorithm may require a great deal of computational resources.
Therefore, we recognize the potential benefits of locating the smallest set of agents that are necessary for good performance at the earliest stage possible. The identification of such an agent set can be achieved by the deployment of the incremental learner agent. In order to obtain such information as early as possible, we incorporate a recommendation system called Seer, which was originally proposed by Zeng and Alhajj (2007) . The principle which Seer is based upon is to sample the original collection so as to obtain the smallest sample collection that is still able to sufficiently represent the original collection and conduct the experiments using the sample set in order to obtain the optimal parameter configuration scheme, which in our case, corresponds to the heuristic about the smallest necessary agent set.
EVALUATION OF THE SYSTEM
In order to evaluate the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed architecture, we have chosen two representative functional sequence motifs-the TIS and the core promoter and implemented concrete systems using MotifMAS architecture. They are named as MAS-TIS and MAS-CP, respectively.
Case study I: MAS-TIS
As the name indicates, a TIS refers to the location where translation begins. Due to the characteristics of translational machinery, once a start site is precisely identified, it is trivial to locate the first inframe stop codon and thus derive the corresponding protein sequence using the universal genetic code. The significance of TIS prediction is therefore self-explanatory.
The PS agents are the only type of agents that are specific to the application domain. In our system, three PS agents are used, including context-based problem solver agent (CPS), downstreambased problem solver agent (DPS) and codon usage bias problem solver agent (CUBPS). We also incorporated a meta-agent called upstream meta-agent (UM). Details of the construction of these agents can be seen in our previous publications Alhajj, 2007, 2008; Zeng et al., 2008) .
We conducted testing using three benchmark datasetsvertebrates, Arabidopsis thaliana and TIS+50. The sequences from the first two data collections were constructed by Pedersen and Nielsen (1997) and were extracted from GenBank, release 95. All of the sequences have undergone preprocessing so that possible introns were removed and only the sequences that contain at least 10 bp upstream of the TIS and at least 150 bp downstream of the TIS were selected. The vertebrates group consists of sequences from Bos taurus (cow), Gallus gallus (chicken), Homo sapiens (human), Mus musculus (mouse), Oryctolagus cuniculus (rabbit), Rattus norvegicus (rat), Sus scrofa (pig) and Xenopus laevis (African clawed frog). The second dataset contains sequences from Arabidopsis thaliana (thale cress, a dicot plant), which presents large deviation from vertebrates. Nadershahi et al.'s (2004) TIS+50 dataset contains 50 human expressed sequence tags (EST) sequences with complete ORFs. Our choice of using these datasets is justified as follows. First, all of these collections have been used to test the effectiveness of more than one existing algorithm, especially the vertebrates dataset, which has been cited in most of the related work. Second, the vertebrates and Arabidopsis collections only include conceptually spliced mRNAs whereas TIS+50 contains EST sequences that may contain errors resulting in frame shifts, and represent different parts of their parent cDNA. The difference between the two types of sequences provides some diversity to the testing process. In Nadershahi et al's paper, the authors had used TIS+50 as the single testing set for evaluating a variety of stateof-the-art TIS predictors. This led us to believe that the dataset is meritable. Lastly, all of these three datasets are readily accessible from the Internet.
Though the TIS+50 dataset poses challenges to TIS predictors because of the nature of EST data, it is nonetheless a very small dataset. In order to provide a more comprehensive investigation on the effectiveness of our approaches, we have constructed two larger synthetic datasets based on the characteristics presented by TIS+50-TIS-1000 and TIS-1500. We conduct statistical analysis on TIS+50, to estimate the mean and SD of the length of 5 UTR and the length of ORF, respectively. We also apply the statistics including the codon usage frequency in upstream and downstream TIS as well as the nucleotide frequency around real TISs proposed by Ma et al. (2006) . To construct a synthetic sequence, we obtain the length of 5 UTR by selecting a random number that conforms to a normal distribution given the corresponding sample estimates of mean and SD. Similarly, we can obtain a random assignment of the length of ORF. We then generate the major part of 5 UTR (from 5 end to position −11) by randomly selecting codons while considering upstream codon usage statistics in the meantime. Second, we utilize the statistics of nucleotide frequency around real TISs to obtain a random sequence whose positions fall into the range [−10,+8]. Then, we complete the ORF by selecting codons with a random scheme that uses the downstream codon usage information. Similarly, 3 UTR is constructed.
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The evaluation criteria we employed include recall, precision and F-measure. Due to the fact that there are disproportionally more false data than true data in TIS collections, recall and precision is a more suitable pair of measures than sensitivity and specificity (although recall is equal to sensitivity). Since it is prudent not to discuss recall and precision in isolation, F-measure which is the weighted harmonic mean of these two metrics is used as the definitive criterion in the ensuing comparative study.
Comparative study
Due to the complexity of the translation start site selection process, accurate recognition of TIS in genomic, cDNA or mRNA sequences remains a challenging undertaking. A number of approaches that predict TISs have been proposed in the literature. In this comparative study, we evaluate and discuss about the following eight existing methods: NetStart system (Pedersen and Nielsen, 1997) , GENSCAN system (Burge and Karlin, 1997) , StartScan system (Saeys et al., 2007) , TISHunter program (Li and Jiang, 2005 ), Salzberg's positional conditional probability approach (Salzberg, 1997) , Zein et al.'s engineered SVM method (Zien et al., 2000) , Zeng et al.'s system (Zeng et al., 2002) and Liu et al.'s method (Liu et al., 2004) .
The first four systems exist in the form of online servers; therefore complete results using all of the five data collections can be obtained, with the exception of TISHunter on vert., where the results from their original paper are quoted. In particular, GENSCAN is considered as one of the most successful ab initio coding sequence recognition approaches. Most of the remaining existing approaches report the performance of their systems using vert. collection alone.
In this series of experimentation (MAS-TIS), one of our major objectives is to evaluate the performance of the incremental learner mediator agent. Unless specified otherwise, the incremental learner is used as the mediator agent by default. In order to identify the smallest set of necessary agents at an early stage, we have requested Seer to provide the heuristic information. After one iteration of running Seer, the desired result becomes readily available. With the exception of TIS+50 which uses all of the agents, for all of the other four data collections, CPS and UM are considered as redundant agents by the recommendation system. Therefore, they are both removed from the system before conducting the complete experiments on the original data collection. Due to the nature of the agent, CPS requires extensive computational resources. Thus, the elimination of this agent yields a substantial reduction in the execution cost of the entire system.
We have conducted 3-fold cross-validation and reported the mean and SD of the results of our system for each evaluation criterion. To provide a comprehensive evaluation of the incremental learner and Seer, we presented the results of the MAS-TIS system using the incremental learner mediator agent with Seer, denoted by MAS-TIS (w Seer) and that without Seer, denoted by MAS-TIS (w/o Seer) (i.e. incorporate all of the available PS agents throughout the training phase). We also reported the prediction performance of MAS-TIS using the naive mediator agent, denoted by MAS-TIS (Naive). Though the canonical MAS-TIS system advocates the benefits of using multiple DM agents each of which ensembles a set of PS agents, we also believe that it is important to present the results using only one single DM agent that combines all of the available PS agents using GA sum rule for the purpose of justifying such a claim. Therefore, we have also included the data corresponding to the single DM version of MAS-TIS, which is referred to as MAS-TIS (1DM) in Table 1 Like most of the other statistical-based approaches, Salzberg's method suffers from high false positive rate. Our MAS-TIS approach integrates a variety of algorithms that diversify the solution set. Although Pedersen and Nielsen were the pioneers of applying machine learning algorithm to solve TIS prediction problems, by considering only the context information around the ATG codons, their strategy has oversimplified the underlying biological process. We believe that the region that is upstream to a putative TIS should be considered differently from the one that is downstream to an ATG. As well, according to Kozak et al.'s (1989) ribosomal scanning model, the relative position of an ATG in an mRNA sequence also plays a critical role in determining the fitness of a TIS candidate. Using a similar strategy as Pedersen and Nielsen's method, Zien et al.' s SVM prediction model also presents similar limitations. In MAS-TIS, we have incorporated a more versatile set of biological aspects, each investigated by an independent PS agent. Li and Jiang's TISHunter system uses an edit SVM kernel that incorporates a new measure of sequence similarity. This system has yielded very good results on four out of five datasets we used, with the exception of TIS+50. On the said four collections, TISHunter achieved results that are significantly better than MAS-TIS on vert. and Arab., and that are comparable on TIS-1000 and TIS-1500. However, our model significantly outperformed TISHunter on TIS+50. On average, MAS-TIS (w Seer) yields an F-score of 0.8237, comparable with that of TISHunter's, which is 0.8289. Driven by the goal of finding a reasonable explanation of TISHunters's less-than-ideal performance on TIS+50, we have performed careful examination on the sequences in TIS+50 on which TISHunter fails to accurately predict. This reveals that all of these sequences have a short 5 UTR whose length is <10 nt. We then experimentally verified all of the other four collections and confirmed that none of them contains any sequence of such property. TISHunter's author has also indicated on his server page that a minimum of 10 nt long 5 UTR is required for accurate prediction using TISHunter. After confirming our speculation, we conducted an evaluation of our model on these sequences with short 5 UTR and MAS-TIS is able to accurately predict TIS for all of them. From these experimental data, we speculate that TISHunter's model relies on some builtin procedures that examine the TIS's upstream neighborhood of ≥10 nt. Generally speaking, this is a fair assumption. In fact, our CPS agent also examines an upstream context of the putative TISs. However, by diversifying the problem solving techniques with the use of a variety of PS agents, our MAS-TIS protocol manages to avoid a single point of failure in a scenario where sequences' 5 UTR are shorter than assumed, therefore, demonstrating the robustness of the approach. Additionally, the success of TISHunter highly depends on the existence of related proteins or cDNA sequences in the database. Another major limitation of the method is that the kernel, once determined by a training set, cannot be easily adapted. Therefore, TISHunter lacks the flexibility and adaptability offered by MAS-TIS.
Some other existing approaches share this perspective of combining multiple models to solve the problem. For instance, Saeys et al.' s StartScan system applies a plain sum rule to combine the output from three independent classifiers, Zeng et al. and Liu et al. both use some machine learning algorithm that takes all of the relevant features as the feature set. Regardless of the differences in the feature set, these approaches share one common problem, i.e. the decision fusion strategy is static. In MAS-TIS, during the decision making process, we incorporate a GA-based DM scheme that takes advantage of the adaptive property presented by the evolutionary computing scheme; in the negotiation process, each participating DM agent is evaluated based upon its potential profitability and depending on the outputs of the PS agents, different DM agents will be considered to be optimal ensemble strategy. Such a configuration provides a good flexibility and adaptability to the system as a whole. It is also worth mentioning that despite GENSCAN's success in common gene prediction, it is not solely designed to predict TIS. Its corresponding TIS predictions are yielded by applying an indirect procedure using the output from the program. This may explain its relatively unsatisfactory performance on some of the testing sets reported in this article. As far as the single DM version of MAS-TIS is concerned, it managed to achieve promising results. However, compared with its canonical counterpart, the variant still presents three major disadvantages. First, in terms of the prediction accuracy, measured by the F-score, MAS-TIS (1DM) has an average of 0.7834, which is still much lower than 0.8237, obtained by the canonical MAS-TIS (w Seer). Second, in some cases, e.g. on TIS-1000 dataset, MAS-TIS with single DM agent has shown significant variability in the results of the 3-fold cross-validation. This can be an indication of non-robust performance of the single DM strategy, which further demonstrates the necessity of using more than one DM agent in order to avoid a single point of failure. Additionally, in Table 2 , we list the weight assignments evolved by the GA-based single DM agent (DM: CPS-DPS-CUBPS) on each data collection. Since cross-validation is used, we report the result of each fold independently. Three tuples are included, representing the pair of weights related to CPS, DPS and CUBPS, respectively. It can be noted that there does not exist a consistent pattern which can describe the relative importance of the constituent PS agents. We believe that this may also indicate the underlying limitation of solely relying on one single ensemble. With the full MAS-TIS protocol, judging the merit of a DM agent on a case-by-case basis (i.e. by estimating its profitability for a particular PSM tuple), the mediator may select a variety of DM agents that are used during the testing phase. The selected set of DM agents may include solo DM agents that use only one PS agent and/or ensemble DM agents that apply other combination strategy, which may very well offset any instability brought by a less-than-ideal ensemble scheme. Our experiments have shown that a consistent pattern of DM agent selection by the mediator agent has been reserved during cross-validation. Third, from the computational cost stand point, the MAS protocol is more advantageous than the single DM protocol (e.g. DM:CPS-DPS-CUBPS) in that the latter scheme has to use all of the available PS agents, whereas the former one can avoid doing so. Except for Zeng et al.'s approach where a feature selection scheme is employed, no other existing approaches discussed in this article have integrated any heuristic component that facilitates the experimentation process such as the selection of the relevant features or the configuration of system parameters, e.g. threshold values. The incorporation of Seer in our approach provides an automatic mechanism of parameter configuration, thus greatly simplifies the experimentation procedure. Coupled with the mediator agent, Seer can also identify the smallest set of agents that are necessary and sufficient for providing an effective solution to the problem under investigation. Table 1 illustrates the prediction performance of using MAS-TIS protocol coupled with the incremental learner scheme with and without the Seer agent as well as the MAS-TIS with the naive mediator agent. In Table 3 , we have reported the training run time of the three aforementioned MAS-TIS systems, together with the smallest necessary agent set identified by the recommendation system. In the case of MAS-TIS (w Seer), only select agents which are recommended by Seer are used. While Seer is not incorporated with MAS-TIS, the full set of agents (PS agents and meta-agents) will be used in the training phase, and only the necessary ones will be used throughout the testing phase. It is worth mentioning that when the naive mediator agent is used, the MAS-TIS exhaustively uses every agent available, therefore, its training time is exactly the same as MAS-TIS (w/o Seer). We can observe that Seer suggested the elimination of the CPS and UM agents in all of the cases with the exception of TIS+50. In terms of prediction accuracy, MAS-TIS (w Seer) consistently yields results that are slightly better than or equal to that of MAS-TIS (w/o Seer), which demonstrates the effectiveness of Seer. A detailed discussion regarding the aforementioned results is in order. In the cases when Seer does not suggest the elimination of any agent (e.g. on TIS+50), MAS-TIS (w Seer) and MAS-TIS (w/o Seer) both take exactly the same set of PS agents (the full PS agent set) during the training phase and their results should be identical. However, when Seer does recommend the removal of certain agents, for the initial PS agent set, MAS-TIS (w Seer) only uses the select agents whereas MAS-TIS (w/o Seer) continues to use the full PS agent set. But with the incorporation of a sophisticated and adaptive incremental learner as the mediator agent during the training phase, these two systems are expected to arrive at two sets of optimal policies that are similar to each other (if not identical). In other words, even without the help of Seer, MAS-TIS (w/o Seer) should identify the redundant PS (and/or meta) agents at the end of the training phase and eliminate the use of them in the final optimal policy. Since the results are reported on the testing sets using the optimal policies yielded during the training phase, MAS-TIS systems with and without Seer should arrive at very similar or even identical results. It is worth pointing out that in MAS-TIS (w/o Seer), a key space containing more dimensions is used compared with MAS-TIS (w Seer), assuming that the PS agent sets used by these two schemes are different. This may result in the MAS-TIS (w/o Seer) scheme to encounter a more divisive key space compared with its counterpart, thus creating the slight difference in accuracy. The success of incorporating Seer agent in our MAS-TIS protocol further confirms our hypothesis that not every agent is beneficial to the entire prediction process and therefore including all agents will not necessarily lead to better results. Due to CPS's distinct nature of being computational intensive, its absence in the system when the original data collection is used leads to substantial reduction in the execution time of the system as a whole. Take an extreme case, for example, the MAS-TIS system would need >6 h to complete its training on the vert. collection if all of the PS agents are used, whereas it completes the same task within 19 min when the Seer's recommendation is taken into account. This has demonstrated another great advantage of incorporating Seer into the full MAS-TIS protocol. Though it is worth noting that for very small dataset such as TIS+50, the advantage of using Seer diminishes.
Compared with MAS-TIS using the naive mediator agent (yielding an average F-score of 0.7967), the MAS-TIS systems that use a more sophisticated model (i.e. the incremental learner) demonstrated much better prediction performance (average F-scores: 0.8237 and 0.8158 for MAS-TIS with and without Seer, respectively). With the help of Seer, the incremental learner coupled MAS-TIS also spent much less time for training (as shown in Table 3 ). The advantage of using the incremental learner over the naive scheme for the mediator agent is therefore evident.
Case study II: MAS-CP
Transcription start sites signify the beginning of the transcription process. In order for transcription to take place, an enzyme that synthesizes RNA, called RNA polymerase, must attach to the regulatory region near the gene in question. These DNA sequences that promote transcription are called the promoters. In particular, core promoter refers to the minimal portion of the promoter that is required to properly initiate transcription. Accurate location of the core promoters helps elucidating the transcription-initiation process as well as enhancing the quality of genome annotation. We have employed three state-of-the-art core promoter predictors: EP3 by Abeel et al. (2008a) , ProSOM by Abeel et al. (2008b) and Eponine by Down and Hubbard (2002) to serve as PS agents and utilized the proposed architecture to ensemble the predictors' input. To avoid having overlap in training and testing data, we used human genome 17 (http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/downloads.html) chromosome 20 for training and chromosome 21 for testing. The PS agents' predictions are yielded by using the default parameters set by the authors of the software. To facilitate the training and testing of MAS-CP, we have used a bin-based validation protocol 1A which is proposed by Abeel et al. (2009) . This protocol uses the CAGE dataset (http://fantom.gsc.riken.go.jp/) as reference. The chromosome is divided into bins of 500 nt. When a bin overlaps with the center of a transcription start region (TSR), then it is labeled as a positive TSR. Each bin that is both labeled by a prediction and a TSR is considered a true positive (TP). A true negative (TN) is one that is not labeled as predicted nor labeled as TSR. A false positive (FP) is a bin that is labeled as predicted but not labeled as TSR. Finally, a false negative (FN) is a bin that is not labeled as predicted but is labeled as TSR. The precision, recall and the F-score can therefore be computed.
To have a more thorough evaluation of the MAS-CP system, we have experimented with four different ways to assign the PS agent set: {EP3-Eponine}, {EP3-ProSOM}, {ProSOM-Eponine} and {EP3-ProSOM-Eponine}. We have applied the GA to obtain the optimal weight assignment scheme for the weighted sum rule ensemble in DM agents and explored the use of both incremental learner and naive mediator agents. Table 4 illustrates the results, since no cross-validation is performed, the concept of SD is not applicable. Whenever a MAS protocol is used, we denote our method by the mediator agent scheme followed by the set of PS agents that are used. For instance, Naive (EP3-ProSOM) uses the naive mediator agent in a system where only EP3 and ProSOM agents are used as the PS agents. In other words, three possible DM agents are considered: EP3, ProSOM and EP3-ProSOM. We can observe that, ProSOM is significantly more effective than its counterparts. When it is combined with other predictors, the results of MAS-CP's prediction are comparable with that using ProSOM alone. In the case of the naive mediator agent, the ensemble system can actually outperform ProSOM, although the improvement is insignificant. The major advantage of using MAS-CP is demonstrated by only using EP3 and Eponine in our system. With two weaker predictors integrated, the MAS-CP is able to perform significantly better than any of the participating predictors. Compared with the baseline set by the naive mediator agent, the incremental learner agent yielded similar results. However, as a more sophisticated model, the incremental learner mediator agent did not outperform the naive agent in this experiment. This is not very surprising in that the advantage of using incremental learner agent over its simpler counterpart mainly lies on the potential reduction of running redundant agents (if there are any). Especially, for such an application where all of the PS agents are external, it may be harder for the incremental learner mediator to evaluate the penalty setting for each individual PS agent. Therefore, we conclude that the naive mediator agent is also meritable in certain circumstances. In a nutshell, we believe that MAS-CP produces consistently good performance and can outperform its constituent PS agents in most cases. Though it is true that the current version of MAS-CP system does not present significant advantage over its single constituent counterpart, we still believe that generally our approach is beneficial because of the following three reasons: (i) it is a robust system which guarantees good results overall since it is not biased toward any particular feature of the data being analyzed; (ii) it is a fully automated system that runs a comprehensive analysis of the possible agent deployment schemes and selects the most promising one; and (iii) as a general paradigm which offers a high level of abstraction, our system only has one layer of agents that are problem specific, thereby it can be easily applied to a spectrum of related application domains.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have presented a general multi-agent architecture for predicting functional sequence motifs in genomic, cDNA, mRNA and amino acid sequences. The application of the multiagent paradigm takes advantage of the synergy provided by using more than one agent and the utilization of GA and incremental learner mediator agent has offered more adaptive elements to the system, which is able to learn over its own experience and evolve over time. The incorporation of a statistical-based recommendation system has helped the experimenters to identify the most efficient agent deployment scheme with minimal computational cost. The acquisition of such heuristic information greatly facilitates the application of the approach thanks to the time reduction it may yield. A concrete system using the MotifMAS architecture is constructed, which aims at predicting TISs in nucleotide sequences. Experiments on three benchmark and two synthetic datasets have shown the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed method, which consistently outperforms most of the existing approaches under investigation.
Within the general scheme of MotifMAS, the PS agents are the only class of actors that are application specific. Therefore, the proposed architecture can be readily applied to solve many more bioinformatics problems of the same nature. A number of computational models have been proposed to identify other types of gene signals such as promoters, terminators, splice-junction sites and regulatory motifs including transcription factor binding sites, DNA protein binding sites, or even protein sequence motifs that are useful for predicting the protein function. The methods that are capable of yielding a prediction on any target motif can be viewed as PS agents and be easily integrated into the MotifMAS architecture. Their predictions will be further analyzed and processed by the DM agents whose output are mediated by the mediator agent. The layout of the paradigm provides a high level of abstraction and wide applicability. Therefore, the proposed architecture can be used on predicting any of the aforementioned functional sequence motifs. To justify this, we have also applied the proposed architecture to predict promoters in the human genome. Using three existing state-of-theart predictors, our system can outperform the constituent predictors in most of the cases.
The TIS predictor (MAS-TIS) system presented in this article is a major extension to our previous work Alhajj, 2007, 2008) . A number of new elements have been proposed, including the incorporation of a simplistic yet effective new PS agent (CUBPS), the use of GA in the ensemble process during decision making, the integration of a novel and adaptive mediator agent and the application of a statistical-based recommendation system which offers important heuristics to facilitate the experimentation process. The introduction of two synthetic datasets is also a novel contribution of this article.
However, the current version of the system only considers the symbolic output from the participating PS agents, i.e. the predicted class label. It is observed that many existing models provide some intermediate results that indicate the likelihood of a putative datum as the target motif by a continuous value. It may also be beneficial to take this numerical output into consideration. As well, in this current stage of development, a weighted sum rule is used as the ensemble strategy in the decision making process. More intricate techniques such as Dempster-Shafer theory can be explored. In our future work, all of these topics will be further investigated.
